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Abstract 
any impact while purchasing the products which are 
indicating the trademark of every places or origins. The present paper dealing with the geographical indicators and the marked effect on the consumer 

Nowadays, the global competitive environment deals with the quality products so they can attract their 
consumers and also they can differentiate their 
products from others. A Geographical Indication (GD 1s a name or sign used on products which corresponds to a specific geographical location or origin. In this 
paper, we investigate about the consumers' behavioural impact on the purchase decision after 
consuming the Geographical Indication Products.
When it's coming to the purchasing behaviour of a 
consumer may depends on various factors that may influence the decision making process such as 
physical pleasure, income effect, price effect, reference 
group, culture, social class, choice of a product, brand 
and dealer or store, purchase timing and amount, 
perception, and post purchase behaviour, etc., All 
factors are dependent on each other and influence the 
decision making process of a consumer. But the 
purchasing of the geographical indication is made by the consumer by their locality, tourism places, obtain 
information from different sources, have different 
perceptions, have differing satisfaction levels related 
to past experience, etc., Thus the purchase decision is 
dependent on many factors. These factors may be 
specifically related to products. 

purchase decisions. Nowadays, the global competitive environment deals with the quality products so they can attract their consumers and also they can 
differentiate their products from others. A 
Geographical Indication (GI) is a name or sign used 
on products 

geographical location or origin. This may act 
certification of the product and also with qualities, which are made with traditional methods, and have 
the original taste, flavours, and have some reputation 

which corresponds to a specific 

because the geographical
characteristics of a product determines the extent of 
its short term and long-term impacts on its 

region. The 

environment. The trademarks or trade names of a 
product results monopoly competition in the markets. Because the trademarked products are manufacturedin their geographical origin. Geographical indications 
are generally traditional products, produced by rural
communities over generations that have gained a 
reputation on the markets for their specific qualities.This type of markets is run by the traditional 
community producers and also they only investing on their own products because it was their traditional and origin which may help to build the reputation of their products. The rural development is involved in this Geographical Indications (GD by structuring the 
Supply chain of the trade products, added value for their products by the traditional manufacturing. The 
trademarked products always have added values in 
the market and among the consumers because a 

geographical indication cannot be sold, púrchàsed, transferred, licensed, pledged, mortgage or put to such other agreement not by this conditions also 
involves the reputation, traditional methods, and 
have the culture on the products. There are many features of geographical indiçation, whie marketingthe manufactured products fa thoi brigins.

There is an evident that the models have goodness of 
fit and the model is statistically tested with CFA of 
each constructs and then overall fitness. The 
customer experience has a positive impact on 
customer experience, this relationship is mediated by the GI. When the customer is having positive
experience, he is about to make positive purchasedecision. This is favourably influenced by the 
mediator GI. 

Key Words: GI, Customer experience, customer 
purchase decision 

1 Introduction: 

Regarding the decision making process of 
consumer, this article contributes to find if there is 

In this paper, we investiate aboait the gnsumers behavioural impact on the purchase deoison stter 
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